
Claim 32 of 6,092,194 

32. A system for execution by a server that serves as a gateway to a client, the system comprising:  

 

a security policy;  

 

an interface for receiving an incoming Downloadable addressed to a client;  

 

a comparator, coupled to the interface, for comparing Downloadable security profile data pertaining to 

the Downloadable, the Downloadable security profile data includes a list a suspicious computer 

operations that may be attempted by the Downloadable, against the security policy to determine if the 

security policy has been violated; and  

 

a logical engine for preventing execution of the Downloadable by the client if the security policy has 

been violated. 

Claim 65 of 6,092,194 

65. A computer-readable storage medium storing program code for causing a  

 

server that serves as a gateway to a client to perform the steps of:  

 

receiving an incoming Downloadable addressed to a client;  

 

comparing Downloadable security profile data pertaining to the Downloadable against a security policy 

to determine if the security policy has been violated; and  

 

preventing execution of the Downloadable by the client if the security policy has been violated. 

  



Claim 9 of 6,804,780 

9. A system for generating a Downloadable ID to identify a Downloadable, comprising:  

a communications engine for obtaining a Downloadable that includes one or more references to 

software components required to be executed by the Downloadable; and   

an ID generator coupled to the communications engine that fetches at least one software component 

identified by the one or more references, and for performing a hashing function on the Downloadable 

and the fetched software components to generate a Downloadable ID. 

Claim 9 of 6,804,780 

18. A computer-readable storage medium storing program code for causing a computer to perform the 

steps of:  

obtaining a Downloadable that includes one or more references to software components required to be 

executed by the Downloadable;  

fetching at least one software component identified by the one or more references; and  

performing a hashing function on the Downloadable and the fetched software components to generate 

a Downloadable ID. 

Claim 12 of 7,058,822 

12. A processor-based system, comprising:  

an information monitor for receiving downloadable-information;  

a content inspection engine communicatively coupled to the information monitor for determining 

whether the downloadable-information includes executable code; and  

a packaging engine communicatively coupled to the content inspection engine for causing mobile 

protection code ("MPC") to be communicated to at least one information-destination of the 

downloadable-information, if the downloadable-information is determined to include executable code,  

wherein the packaging engine comprises an MPC generator for providing the MPC, a linking engine 

coupled to the MPC generator for forming a sandbox package including the MPC and the downloadable-

information, and a transfer engine for causing the sandbox package to be communicated to the at least 

one information-destination. 

 


